To learn more about the exciting products we have to offer, be sure to check out our Adventure brochure which is all about exciting off-the-beaten path travel, our Proguide brochure which highlights our classic EXO products, and our LUXE brochure which covers specialised luxury travel services. Either ask your sales manager to send you a hard copy or, more conveniently, check it out on our website.
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Asia has been capturing the imagination of visitors for centuries and, for the past 20 years and more, EXO Travel has been helping our clients discover exactly why.

With local teams in every major Asian destination we operate in, we seek out, refine, and deliver a diverse range of travel experiences for a global audience. We succeed because we are as passionate about our job as we are professional.
We understand that no two individuals are alike, and our experienced travel consultants deliver unique Asian travel experiences to reflect this. Through expert insight from our staff throughout the region, we create tailor-made itineraries that are well suited to individual needs, following a philosophy of bespoke travel, as opposed to standard off-the-shelf experiences.

This has enabled us to become the first choice destination management company for clients with special interests or who require highly skilled agents and knowledgeable people on the ground.

We invite you to ‘Experience our Asia’ and see this fascinating region through the eyes of passionate travel experts.
EXO Travel was established by three young entrepreneurs in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam in 1993. Shortly thereafter, EXO took on its first major MICE event in the country, sparking the inception of EXO Events.

Over the following 20 years, EXO built an impressive portfolio of bespoke events across its 10 destinations, establishing specialist teams in every country. Understanding the importance of each individual client, our highly experienced MICE departments deliver seamlessly organised trips ripe with imaginative, authentic experiences, tailor-made to suit each client’s needs. Because of this, we have become the first choice DMC and PCO for clients in search of an experienced and reliable partner in Asia.
With more than two decades of experience in the region, EXO has become Asia’s most trusted name in MICE programs and events. With a team of over 800 full-time members, 25 regional offices and 50 MICE specialists, our knowledge of the region is encyclopaedic.

One of the longest-established inbound tour operators in Asia, we have organised everything from conferences for large corporations to memorable incentive trips for hundreds of employees. In addition to our extensive regional experience, EXO is also wholly committed to responsible travel; philosophies of sustainable tourism are found throughout our business.

Whether you are looking for tailor-made tours for VIP individuals or groups, luxury holidays, adventure tours or MICE activities, our local experts and dedicated, multilingual teams will answer your inquiries within the shortest time possible.
WE ARE PASSIONATE ABOUT TRAVEL

Travel is our passion. We love to travel, we love our destinations, and want to show the very best of our countries to the world.

WE EXCEED EXPECTATIONS

The customer experience is the most important part of everything we do; every decision we make is based on getting that experience right, making sure it’s as perfect as can be.

WE DARE TO INNOVATE, AIM TO BE UNIQUE

We value innovation and creativity in all areas of our work. We aim to find truly unique ways to travel and explore Asia, daring to show the different, exciting, quirky attributes that we love and that make our world so special.
WE AIM TO BE RESPONSIBLE

We respect ourselves, our company and our world. We do our best to not waste time or resources and, whenever possible, pro-actively improve the world we live in.

YES WE CAN

We continually strive to always deliver and say, "Yes We Can." We won’t promise the impossible and know when to say no, but whenever we can, we will always say "YES!"

YES WE WIN

We aim to be the best and our customers deserve nothing less. Through continually improving everything we do, we learn, grown, and keep improving ourselves in search of excellence.

WE SHARE OUR KNOWLEDGE

We live and breathe our destinations and within EXO Travel the knowledge we have of our countries is mind-boggling. Sharing that knowledge with our staff, our clients, and the rest of the world is core to our success.
EXO Travel is wholeheartedly committed towards being a responsible travel company who genuinely cares about how our business impacts the people and places it touches.

Whenever possible, we select accommodation providers who have adopted good social and environmental practices, and we encourage our guests to partake in sustainable tourism projects, shop at fair trade shops, and eat at restaurants run by vocational institutions training disadvantaged youths.
EXO Travel is proactive in developing all forms of travel in a more sustainable manner, whilst strongly supporting community based tourism (CBT) projects and local organisations. Having assessed and selected a number of CBT ventures within Asia, we then actively promote these to our clients. The range of unique, authentic experiences is endless and participation in them makes a real difference for the communities running them.

EXO Travel, in partnership with the EXO Foundation, is proud to create or recommend a number of corporate social responsibility (CSR) projects and activities, as well as tailor-made, integrated MICE programs.
The EXO Foundation is a not-for-profit organisation that was established in 2011. The Foundation plays a role in educating and advising EXO Travel teams and clients on best practices in responsible travel, ensuring their activities support the sustainable development of tourism in the region. It also directly supports and is able to fund projects that contribute to the sustainable development of destinations.
THE VISION
To be a driving force in fostering sustainable development and improving societal and environmental grievances through the promotion of responsible tourism, alongside the support and establishment of sustainable projects in the region.

THE MISSION
To instigate a system of travel that incorporates long-term strategies to maximise the benefits for local communities and the preservation of their cultural and natural heritage.

THE AMBITION
To pave the way for mainstreaming good practices within the travel industry in Asia and the countries we cover, while maximising the potential for tourism to become a tool for poverty alleviation and sustainable development.

MEMBERSHIPS

CERTIFICATIONS

ACCOLADES
DEDICATED MICE TEAMS

In each destination we have a specialist MICE team to ensure that our products are the most creative and up-to-date.

TOP QUALITY SERVICE ON THE GROUND

We have a strong guide training program, use the best vehicles, and work only with preferred suppliers. All suppliers are subject to regular and rigorous inspections, implemented by our experienced, on-the-ground Events Coordinators and Managers.

EXO EVENTS TOP 10
BENEFITS OF BOOKING MICE WITH EXO
PRICE TRANSPARENCY
We offer complete transparency in our quoting methods for programs. Individual items are detailed on our proposals with a breakdown of all costs, allowing you to view the complete pricing structure of the trip.

SALES SUPPORT
From presentations of our programs to hotel and activity factsheets, we pass on our insider knowledge to you in an easy-to-use format.

EXPERTISE & EXPERIENCE
Over 20 years’ experience in the industry has made us a leader in MICE. Our extensive portfolio reflects our versatility, commitment, and professionalism.

A DIRECT LINE TO OUR MICE MANAGERS
Every client receives contact details of our Event Coordinators who are always available and happy to solve any issues that may arise during the booking process or when the clients are in country.

BEST DEALS AVAILABLE
The size and strength of our network means we are able to find and negotiate the best deals available from hotels, airlines and other partners, which we always pass onto our clients.

TRAINING TO BE THE BEST
In conjunction with one of Southeast Asia’s premier training organisations, we have developed our own comprehensive training programs that ensure our staff are the best and most professional in the business.

FINANCIALLY STABLE
As part of the Apple Tree Group of companies that includes hotels, real estate and other asset holding companies in Asia, we are financially secure.

EXO CARES
As strong believers in the ethos of responsible travel, we are fully committed to developing, operating and marketing tourism in a sustainable manner.
We started operating MICE early on, in 1993, because there was already a connection with French Incentive Houses in Vietnam. Since then, we’ve organised MICE events for leading automobile, technology, retail and professional services companies as well as other sectors.

EXO Travel’s first-ever MICE operation was handled in Vietnam in late 1993: two groups of gas dealers chartering helicopters to fly from Hanoi to Halong Bay - the first time this experience had ever been done.

For hassle-free, inspirational and unique MICE products, EXO Travel leads the way with over 20 years of experience in the industry within Asia.
Whether you’re looking to host a meeting in Vietnam, with rich cultural heritage and the unique ambience in places like Saigon or Hoi An, or prefer the more historic atmosphere that Cambodia’s ancient Khmer-themed venues can offer, EXO Travel is uniquely capable of matching destinations with unrivaled service and meticulously managed, high-quality meeting facilities at an affordable price.

We can arrange meetings for groups of any size and are proud of our extensive range of contacts for superb meeting venues all across Asia. From huge modern spaces to intimate rooms, we are able to suit the needs of any request.

To ensure smooth operations, we also provide customised services for all meeting delegates. These include booking of accommodation, transfers, pre and post touring, excursions, and arrangement of activities for spouses and companions.
INCENTIVES WITH EXO

We are leaders in Asia at providing incentives to help businesses motivate a particular course of action. We understand that to create this increased effort, the incentive needs to be exciting, something to activate the imagination and keep energy levels high.

We can cater to groups from as little as 10 to over 1,000 participants during any period of time. We have excellent working relations with local businesses around Asia, giving us access to many facilities other organizers are unable to benefit from.

We can take you to the raw and compelling landscapes of Myanmar, Chinese megacities of Beijing and Shanghai, or arrange intriguing transport types from ox-drawn carts amongst temples and electric bikes in Laos to vintage trains in Indonesia. We are only limited by our imagination when it comes to arranging inspirational activities in Asia.

With a plethora of conferences, exhibition halls, and hotels available for use in Asia, EXO can handle everything to ensure the seamless integration of work and leisure. From catering to accommodation or transportation, we can make any necessary arrangements.

Other benefits include on-site management, accommodation reservations, organising opening and closing events, gala dinners, sightseeing, and programs for partners. We can also offer a white label reservations system allowing customised services.

Working with your chosen venue, we will provide the necessary audio and visual equipment. Our expertise as a leading PCO in Asia means we have the experience of inspiring audiences with impressive facilities and vibrant, lively environments. You just need to choose the location.
Experts in events management, we understand the complexities involved with MICE and can offer pragmatic solutions and services that go beyond expectations. These events can take shape in many forms including those related to education, research, leisure or any corporate purpose needed.

From Tai Chi classes outside one of Vietnam’s ancient temples, traditional dance and cultural performances in Cambodia or private gala dinners in China’s magnificent Forbidden City, no activity is too ambitious for us to arrange.

For transportation, we can provide fleets of vehicles ranging from executive cars to coaches with personal branding options. Other special touches may include limo transfers, VIP clearance at a number of airports, or even alternative transport options such as helicopters, private jets, and charter flights. Our highly-experienced teams are able to handle ground operations quickly and efficiently to ensure seamless experiences.

We can also facilitate a number of nationalities, providing multi-lingual organisers and ground staff. Our range of contracts with venues holds great appeal and we are proud of the superior service we provide clients.
Whether it’s watching the world go by from a hip coffee shop in Hanoi or Ho Chi Minh City, or relaxing at one of the many new luxury resorts in coastal hotspots like Danang or Nha Trang, visitors can sample Vietnam’s insatiable energy in a variety of ways. Despite its persistent moves toward the future, Vietnam pays ample homage to its traditions. Northern regions such as Ha Giang and Sapa offer astounding trekking and hill-tribe culture, while quieter spots such as the Central Highlands and Mekong Delta have kept their majesty and mysteries well preserved.

Vietnam is a rising figurehead in the world of MICE, so it has spectacular venues with leading technology and world-class facilities. For incentives and events, Vietnam continues to allure groups with exciting elements that are not found in other countries: an intoxicating blend of vibrant traditional cities, sublime coastlines, intriguing history, and stunning natural landscapes. Vietnam is an enticing destination where MICE activities never fail to inspire.
POPULAR DESTINATIONS IN VIETNAM INCLUDE: HANOI, HO CHI MINH CITY AND HUE.
INSPIRING ACTIVITIES

1 TRADITIONAL DRAGON BOAT RACING IN SAIGON
An interactive introduction to Saigon, these traditional boat races are a great means of getting everyone working together with a dose of friendly competition.

2 FEAR FACTOR TASTING
Stomach some of the stranger food items found within Vietnam during this exotic food tasting experience.

3 STREET FOOD EXPERIENCES
Embark on some memorable street food tours from Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City to the ancient town of Hoi An. Discover just what makes Vietnamese food so irresistible!

4 GOING BEYOND A COOKING CLASS
One of the most rewarding experiences to have in Vietnam, embark on a memorable cooking course amidst the beauty of Northern Vietnam’s Halong Bay.

5 EXCLUSIVE HOMESTAY LUNCH
Enjoy a traditional homestay lunch in the beautiful countryside of Hoi An. Soak up the bucolic scenery while enjoying some of the region’s most famous cuisine.

6 CU CHI TUNNEL EXPERIENCE
Discover the historic Cu Chi Tunnel complex of southern Vietnam. Uncover infamous subterranean hideouts while encountering some traditional hands-on experiences.
EXO Vietnam arranged an incentive trip for a globally renowned French company. 300 pax were flown into North Vietnam for a 5-night journey between Hanoi and Halong Bay.

**THE HIGHLIGHTS**

- A two-night cruise through Halong Bay aboard eight luxury junk boats.
- An exclusive gala dinner at Titov Beach in Halong Bay. As events had been prohibited on the beach, this was exceptional and had never been done before.
- Welcome dinner at Hanoi’s History Museum and a variety of cultural experiences through the capital with tailor-made excursions.
- Transformation of the LOTTE Hotel’s ballroom into a theatre for a private showing of Lune Production’s "My Village" from the Hanoi Opera.
- Exciting farewell party in the sky at the highest rooftop bar in Hanoi with striking views over the capital city.
The Au Co Luxury Cruise

Halong Bay

As the leading luxury cruise operator in Halong Bay, The Au Co Luxury Cruise is the first line that brought 5-star cruise concept to its waters in 2012. The Au Co’s luxurious services are available on exclusive 3-day journeys encompassing the breadth of the world-renowned Halong Bay.

The Au Co Luxury Cruise is a perfect one-stop solution for all MICE needs. The ship contains 32 luxurious cabins, all with private balcony and fully equipped bathrooms. Guests aboard The Au Co are offered chances to participate in a variety of activity throughout the three-day cruise to freely discover and explore distinctive geology, local history in each unique stop of the whole trip, which creates a lifetime experience with first-class services and traditional Vietnam cultural enrichment.

The perfect combination of Halong Bay romantic touch and the sophisticated concept of service makes The Au Co Luxury Cruise a distinctive host for all kinds of event. As a complete destination, The Au Co forms a luxury atmosphere as the ideal choice for a best-experienced retreat ever. Find an exclusive way to hold your significant events and enjoy your own get-away paradise along the journey, such as rocking on a cozy party on a private beach, racing with kayak around a beautiful fishing village, group-cycling on a beautiful island, taking part in a MasterChef competition or naturally basking in the sun while boat still cruising on the sea, slowly tasting a sunset cocktail while finding a whole new world without horizon.
Four Seasons Resort The Nam Hai, Hoi An combines stylish beachside living with an enlightening connection to Vietnam’s cultural heartland. Group activities range from private tours of three key UNESCO sites to excursions into local villages for traditional fishing experiences and basket boat races. Two naturally lit function rooms vie with numerous alternative venues for inspiring on-site gatherings: discover ancient culinary secrets in The Cooking Academy; reconnect in The Heart of the Earth Spa; get competitive with water sports, tennis and badminton; dine banquet-style in a lantern-lit poolside setting; or gather in a private villa for an intimate butler-served event.
Unfurling from mist-shrouded mountains in the north to some of the world’s finest beaches in the south, the country caters to a wide range of tastes and passions. Most visitors start their adventure in Bangkok, a vibrant and bustling, but nuanced city, that offers outstanding cuisine and some of the country’s most important treasures. From the capital, guests can strike out to sample a full spectrum of experiences ranging from diving and kayaking off paradise islands to trekking through untouched rainforests.

Thailand seamlessly blends business and leisure like no other destination and can host a wide range of deluxe meeting and conference venues. Along with the impeccable service Thais are renowned for, events here are smooth and always a pleasure. Moreover, the islands of Southern Thailand provide an exceptional backdrop for incentives. MICE events in Thailand are exciting, exuberant and as lavish as desired with a wealth of breathtaking surroundings and sublime venues.
POPULAR DESTINATIONS IN THAILAND INCLUDE: BANGKOK, CHIANG MAI, PHUKET, AND HUA HIN
INSPRING ACTIVITIES

1 ARAKSA TEA GARDEN EXPERIENCE
Enjoy the beauty of a lush tea plantation in Chiang Mai’s Mae Tang District. Join resident hill-tribe tea pickers and witness how the leaves are processed according to ancient traditions before enjoying a traditional afternoon tea with Thai specialties set in the gardens.

2 TWIN CENTRE ANDAMAN JOURNEY
Spend a few days on Koh Lanta Island with its famed beaches, snorkelling and charming fishing villages. Take a one-way speedboat to Si Kao, stopping for lunch at the impossibly beautiful island of Koh Kradan.

3 RUM DISTILLERY DIVERSION
Accompanied by the owners, take a private tour of this boutique rum distillery located in Phuket’s Chalong Bay.

4 MAKE A DIFFERENCE
The southern Thai islands make for some rewarding, highly-impactful CSR activities. Sponsor an NGO program of bamboo shark breeding with the group and then release the young during island excursions in Phuket.

5 MUAY THAI EXTRAVAGANZA
Rent out Phuket’s Kathu Mining Museum, whose courtyards provide a perfect venue for a Muay Thai-themed gala dinner. Positioned around a full sized Muay Thai boxing ring, watch championship fights and traditional Wai Khru rituals during dinner.
EXO Thailand organised a combined conference and social program in Chiang Mai for 300 associates of a leading global medical organisation. The program needed to meet the needs of the high level business sessions while at the same time providing a separate program for spouses throughout the entire conference week.

THE HIGHLIGHTS

- An interactive social evening for 300 guests in a cultural village with a Thai festival. A theme of ‘Life, Love and Laughter’ was carried throughout with a carnival atmosphere, street markets, cooking demonstrations, traditional arts, crafts and massages. There was also a Thai beer garden and VW campervans acting as mobile bars.

- A beautifully appointed gala dinner on the ceremonial lawns of the world renowned Dhara Dhevi Hotel, complete with ASEAN themed entertainment and performances by famous Thai artists such as the VieTrio rock violin act and the Saxman Sounds of Siam.

- A comprehensive ladies program including world class golf, private cooking lessons at Pantawan, Chiang Mai cultural introduction & Lanna folklore, Thai costumery, visits to local orchid growers and a charitable activity at the Elephant Parade Centre.
Anantara Bophut Koh Samui Resort

Koh Samui

Located on a tranquil stretch of sand, Anantara Bophut Koh Samui Resort offers guests inimitable luxury comforts coupled with world renowned Thai hospitality. Explore offshore coral reefs as a team or enjoy the placid warm waters whilst residing at one of the most elegant Koh Samui resorts. Soak in the sun by Anantara’s elegant infinity pool with stunning sea views or on Bophut’s peaceful beach. Unwind with one of our specially developed Anantara spa packages. Dine with business partners and delegates on fiery Thai curries and char grill cuisine overlooking the ocean or in our spacious ballroom. Enjoy evening excursions to charming Fisherman’s Village located within walking distance of the resort.

Kick-start your day on Samui’s most stunning golf course or simply unwind in one of our spacious Anantara suites before getting down to business in the resort’s four meeting rooms, each equipped with state-of-the-art audio-visual equipment. Our dedicated Anantara staff will be on hand to ensure that every detail runs smoothly, so you can concentrate on the business at hand in some of the finest Samui meeting venues and facilities.
The Dhara Dhevi
Chiang Mai

Chiang Mai

This iconic destination resort is only 15 minutes away from Chiang Mai International Airport and the Old Walled City with a short drive to all other major attractions at the Northern Rose of Thailand.

A number of truly magical outdoor spaces with a pillarless ballroom, provide perfect venues for any events or weddings, from 10 to 450 guests, which a themed party can be easily created with a sparkle.

Our experienced team members provide the international expertise that ensures every event is handled with care and attention right down to the smallest details.

Spread throughout 60 acres of tropical garden and rice paddy, the resort offers 123 luxurious accommodations, exquisite dining venues and one of Asia’s most remarkable spas, two beautifully crafted outdoor swimming pools, Kids’ Club and a Cooking Academy.

Activities include rice planting, Thai Boxing, Thai dance, umbrella painting at the Art & Cultural Village.
The Nai Harn

Phuket

The Nai Harn is an iconic Phuket resort overlooking what is widely considered Thailand’s finest beach. Nestled in a tropical hillside rainforest opposite Promthep Cepe,

the resort overlooks the crescent-shaped beach and Emerald Sea. Every indulgent detail has been carefully orchestrated: designer bathroom products,

a spa with therapies from around the World, private barbecues on the terrace and beachside butler service, to name just a few.

Guests can reinvigorate their senses and revel in this private and romantic sanctuary by the sea.
The Peninsula Bangkok

Bangkok

One of the finest hotels in Asia, The Peninsula Bangkok perfectly mixes timeless elegance and sophistication with contemporary comfort and technology. Its distinctive design offers each of the 370 rooms and suites stunning panoramic views over the historic Chao Phraya River.

From 10 to 300 people, The Peninsula Bangkok offers 16,414.96 sq ft (1,525 sqm) of versatile event space, providing flexibility for every type of event from intimate meetings to lavish galas both indoor and outdoor overlooking the Chao Phraya River.

Perfectly infused with local touches, meetings held at The Peninsula Bangkok allow delegates to jump on a long-tail boat for a stress-free ride after a productive day of meetings, enjoy a Thai cooking class, get energised with a Thai boxing class, and even start a day with alms offering to monks, making undoubtedly productive and memorable meetings.
Of course, the ancient remnants of the once-mighty Khmer empire remain a must-see highlight of the country. Also compelling, however, are other destinations such as the capital Phnom Penh, one of Asia’s most vibrant cities, the sleepy art hub of Battambang in western Cambodia, and Siem Reap, the gateway to Angkor, thriving with restaurants, boutique hotels, and great shopping. Outside the cities, other notables include the country’s south coast, a pristine tropical haven, and the wild jungles of the northeastern provinces such as Ratanakiri and Mondulkiri.

This incredible variety means Cambodia is home to a wealth of exceptional MICE experiences which are completely unique. For meetings and conferences, Cambodia is growing in popularity because it is well equipped to deal with large or small-scale conferences or meetings. Due to its rich and intriguing cultural heritage, Cambodia offers a broad range of engaging incentives, and the backdrop of mystical temples and landscapes is perfect for events.
POPULAR DESTINATIONS IN CAMBODIA INCLUDE: SIEM REAP, PHNOM PENH, AND SIHANOUKVILLE.
INSPIRING ACTIVITIES

1. GALA DINNER IN AN ANGKOR TEMPLE
Revel in canapes, cocktails, and delicious entrees in an unforgettable Angkor Kingdom setting. Candlelit temples and ancient backdrops will set the mood for the evening, accompanied by traditional Aspara dancers, music and other cultural performances.

2. SUNSET CRUISE IN PHNOM PENH
Take an atmospheric sunset river cruise and watch Phnom Penh's popular riverfront come to life in the early evening; the perfect way to unwind after a day of activities.

3. QUAD BIKE TOUR IN SIEM REAP
Enjoy an exhilarating off-road tour by quad bike, winding through tiny villages and along tracks through the idyllic Cambodian countryside, just outside of Siem Reap.

4. VESPA EVENING FOOD TOUR
The Cambodian culinary experience is fun, exotic, and incredibly unique. Riding on the back of an iconic Vespa, this tour will take you to where the locals eat, visiting markets, sampling street food stalls and hard-to-find restaurants. An abundance of fresh spices and herbs light up the flavours of striking Cambodian dishes; ideal for meat lovers and vegetarians alike.

5. KAMPONG PHLUK BOAT TOUR IN SIEM REAP
Kampong Phluk is a cluster of three villages of stilted houses built within the Tonle Sap floodplain. The villages are primarily Khmer and have about 3,000 inhabitants between them. Flooded mangrove forest surrounds the area, home to a variety of wildlife including crab-eating macaques. Board private wooden boats to explore this fantastic village before heading back to Siem Reap.

6. AMAZING RACE IN PHNOM PENH
Hop aboard a tuk-tuk in Phnom Penh with the team and solve mind-boggling riddles while searching for underwater treasures and tasting food in a race to the finish.
EXO Cambodia organised an incentive trip for 40 pax from one of the world’s leading health and wellness companies, boasting more than 2,000 global brands. The trip was a high-end journey through the heart of ancient Angkor ripe with both luxurious and traditionally local experiences.

CAMBODIA CASE STUDY

The Highlights

- Adventurous bike rides brought guests along the back roads and rural villages of Angkor Wat, where cyclists could see rice farms, the Prasat Chrung temple, and exotic wildlife. The group also had the chance to meet and interact with local farmers working in the nearby fields.

- Traditional Ox Carts, the ancestral mode of transport in Cambodia, brought guests through the nearby countryside. This 30-minute ride let guests discover the beautiful landscapes and real life of the Cambodian people.

- Enjoying cocktails and watching the sunset with the magnificent Angkor Wat in the backdrop.

- Private monk-blessing bringing luck, wealth, health, and happiness.

- A sumptuous, 5-course gala dinner was provided with a backdrop of the beautiful Thommanon Temple, accompanied by traditional music and dancing. The group was welcomed on arrival by the Chai Yam dance, ancient bodyguards and traditional ‘monkey boys,’ all recreating an atmosphere of the ancient Angkor Kingdom.
Borei Angkor Resort & Spa

Siem Reap

MEETING PLANNER IN SIEM REAP

Borei Angkor Resort & Spa has been chosen as the leading meeting planner offering a glamorous yet functional selection of venues for corporate and private engagements.

A stunning blend of Cambodian architecture of meeting facilities and conference room masked with contemporary design elevates even the most high profile, international events. From corporate retreats to weddings and other special events, our event management team will create the perfect affair for the most discerning client.

EVENT & CATERING SERVICE

Beginning in 2005, the Borei Angkor Resort & Spa has remained the most selected catering service provider for Cambodia's most exclusive dinners and cultural events at the Angkor temple complex as the most amazing catering venue in Asia.

WEDDING, BIRTHDAY, AND CELEBRATION

Home to the most exclusive and captivating setting in Cambodia, the Borei Angkor Resort & Spa’s Bokor Ballroom is the perfect party venue and wedding hall for the most elegant wedding reception, birthday party, and other celebrating anniversaries.
Set amidst vast gardens along the banks of the Mekong’s Bassac River, Sofitel Phnom Penh Phokeethra is a perfect reflection of the burgeoning city – a fusion of colonial and modern, picturesque and opulent with exquisite Khmer detail. With seven executive meeting rooms varying in style and size, as well as the grandest and most technologically advanced ballroom in the Phnom Penh, Sofitel Phnom Penh Phokeethra is the ideal setting for unique conferences, events, weddings, exhibitions and celebrations.

Just ten minutes away from the famed monuments of Angkor Wat, French colonial elegance sits amidst the manicured gardens of Sofitel Angkor Phokeethra Golf & Spa Resort. The luxury property has huge ballroom in addition to four meeting rooms, offering a magnifique collection of spaces for meetings, conferences and celebrations. Expert planners and specialists work closely with you to stage customised events that reflect your unique tastes, distinctive Sofitel French flair and the vibrant local culture of Cambodia. From intimate celebrations in the Wine Room to grand soirées by the Temples, Sofitel Angkor Phokeethra Golf & Spa Resort offers a comprehensive package of personalized event spaces, effortless connectivity, creative breaks, thoughtful amenities and cousu main service.
Raffles Hotel Le Royal
Phnom Penh
Since 1929 Raffles Hotel Le Royal has been the centre of Phnom Penh’s social scene, the meeting point for travelers (business and leisure), diplomats, celebrities and luminaries of many cultures.

With a choice of an elegant ballroom and flexible events space, private dining rooms and tropical gardens, Raffles poolside and/or Elephant Bar garden, the hotel offers fantastic options for many types of events. The event enthusiastic, knowledgeable, and creative team are with you all the way to ensure your enjoy memorable Raffles moments.

Raffles Grand Hotel D’angkor
Siem Reap
Set across from the Royal Residence is one of the landmark historic hotels of the legendary Grand Tour of Indochina that can make any event special. Our two private Villas double as prime locations for executive retreats, complemented by the Bayon boardroom and annex to Restaurant Le Grand. With 15 acres of space on site, we can arrange a welcome cocktail, gala dinner and themed events from our Apsara Terrace (regarded as the best culinary and performance combination in town), exclusive access to the Royal Garden in between the hotel and Royal residence, to the magnificent temples of Angkor, supported by our culinary team, with a wide range of fine dining choices; exotic Royal Khmer cuisine at the Restaurant Le Grand, or fine wine, champagne and cocktails at the Elephant Bar.
Located near the renowned twelfth century ruins of Angkor, a UNESCO World Heritage site, and in the heart of Siem Reap within walking distance of the city’s high-end boutique shops, restaurants and bars, Park Hyatt Siem Reap offers contemporary luxury and an exquisite retreat for all travelers. The hotel’s blend of refined interiors and graceful garden settings gives it an enlivening resort and residential feel. Facilities include a spa, three restaurants, two luxurious pools, fitness center, meeting spaces and outside catering options.

Unswerving in its luxurious ambience and showcasing peerless facilities in the city, host your meetings or events at the meeting venues on offer. The event venues combines chic decor with smart functionality highlighting inter-connecting spaces, modern technology and creative injections such as live coffee break station and tailor made set dining, The Gallery is an exceptional meeting and dining proposition for any events.

For the once-in-a-lifetime dining experience, the event team offers personalized service and warm Cambodian hospitality in tranquil surroundings and under the skylight of Angkor Archaeological Park. This unique dinner will create special memories you will cherish for years to come.
Although Laos is slowly picking up steam as a tourism destination, visitor numbers are still a fraction of those found in neighbouring Thailand and Vietnam. With its charming culture and pristine stretches of nature, this makes Laos one of the region’s best-kept secrets. The northern portion of the country is visually spectacular, boasting limestone mountains and deep river valleys ideal for eco-focused adventures. Cities such as Luang Prabang and Vientiane supply plenty of charm, while southern Laos possesses everything from sleepy Mekong River towns to lush landscapes punctuated by coffee plantations and waterfalls.

Despite its range of top-class, historic accommodation, Laos is a country mostly untouched by the outside world, which means some amazing MICE activities are in store. For meetings and conferences, there is a host of options for impressive venues that can handle groups of any size. Laos blends fascinating culture with an endless range of adventure activities, perfect for incentives; the selection of venues for events in the country beautifully reflects its cultural heritage.
POPULAR DESTINATIONS INCLUDE LUANG PRABANG, VIENTIANE AND PAKSE.
BREAKFAST AT KUANG SI FALLS
Beat the crowds by arriving early to this natural wonder. Enjoy a fully catered breakfast picnic in one of the region’s most stunning locations. Delicious food with amazing views of the waterfall’s turquoise blue swimming pools.

MOUNT PHOUSI AFTERNOON TEA
Overlooking the former Royal Palace, enjoy an afternoon tea after an excursion in the historical center. Enjoy panoramic views of the vibrant main streets below from a privatised space on the peak of Mount Phousi.

CHANG SCREENING & COCKTAILS
In 1925, the producers of King Kong explored northwestern Laos to do the first ever film in the country. Chang displays the life of locals and their daily struggles. Enjoy this cinematic treasure while sipping cocktails in the hotel’s gardens.

PRIVATE ROYAL ENCOUNTER
Descendant of the former Luang Prabang monarchy, Tiao Nith is a renowned embroidery artist who works actively to preserve traditional Lao heritage. Discover rare antiques, collectibles and contemporary pieces in a private villa alongside Tiao Nith.

SUNSET LUXURY CRUISE
Hop on Luang Prabang’s newest and most luxurious longtail boat to indulge in a glass of champagne while drifting down the mystical Mekong River.
EXO Laos hosted a group of 52 pax from France, specialising in the construction industry. Participants discovered both the rural landscapes and historical wonders of Luang Prabang Province. The theme was set around the country’s diverse ethnicity and authentic cultural heritage.

**THE HIGHLIGHTS**

- **Welcome dinner at Villa Xieng Mouane.** This beautiful heritage house was privatised for the group, featuring a traditional Baci ceremony and Lao dance during the meal. Set amongst lush gardens, it is an ideal place for a memorable meal.

- **Kamu Lodge experience.** Accessible only by boat, guests set out in two groups for the 3-hour upriver cruise. The lodge offers a unique glimpse into local living with hands-on activities such as gold panning, fishing, rice picking and ploughing fields with on-site buffaloes.

- **Pastis and Petanque Tournament.** Guests partake in the games or watch along with drinks and snacks provided. An excellent means of interacting with others in the group.

- **On the final afternoon in town,** guests were able to visit several handicrafts villages and shops, as well as the colourful night market for some final souvenir shopping. With the help of our guides, guests learned about the rich textile heritage of Laos’ ethnic peoples and were able to purchase sustainably sourced products.
Luang Prabang
View Hotel

Luang Prabang

Discover the Art of the Perfect Event

Whether you are planning an Executive meeting, Gala dinner, inspired themed events, a Trade show or once in a lifetime wedding of your dreams, at Luang prabang View Hotel we take delight in the finer details with meetings and events, designed with your needs exclusively in Mind. We can Accommodate from a board room meeting, to conference and incentive meetings, cocktail and reception events.

Meetings

Meeting and banqueting facilities range from a small board room, to a choice fo two large venues. The Hotel provides state of the art equipment, Managers and Banqueting facilitators. Due to our location and venues we can offer break out rooms additional holding and executive. Meetings in a peaceful surrounding overlooking the city. We take pride in our services and our team to move mountains for our guests.

Catering

We offer a wide selection of Banqueting menus, and can adapt and change menus to fit each request Accordingly. In addition, we can offer the larger groups a panoramic dinner round the 31-meter pool where we can accommodate 250 for a buffet style with entertainment options. Menus are created with Lao, Thai, Chinese and European taste in mind.
The ‘Golden Land’ of Myanmar is one of Southeast Asia’s most enchanting and otherworldly destinations. Yangon, the country’s largest city, retains its inherent charm, while adding new, contemporary strings to its bow in the shape of art galleries and cutting-edge restaurants and bars. Change occurs at a more sedate pace elsewhere, which is a boon to visitors seeking authentic, old-world Asia. Popular spots such as tranquil Inle Lake and the temple-laden Bagan entice crowds, while up-and-coming destinations such as the gorgeous Mergui Archipelago and Kayin and Mon States are ripe for new discovery.

Myanmar is an ideal MICE destination because it offers a largely untouched opportunity for the culture and adventure hungry. Recent developments to its infrastructure have made Myanmar a suitable destination for medium-sized activities. It gains in untouched, stunning areas, perfect for event management; its raw, compelling landscape is also unique for incentives. There is no doubt that groups visiting Myanmar will be amazed by the breathtaking beauty and genuine hospitality of the Burmese people.
POPULAR DESTINATIONS INCLUDE: YANGON, INLE, BAGAN AND MANDALAY.
INSPIRING ACTIVITIES

1. E-BIKES IN BAGAN
   An alternative and sustainable mode of transportation enabling guests to explore hidden temples that large busses cannot access.

2. HORSE CARTS THROUGH THE TEMPLES
   Whether for sunrise or sunset, embark on a traditional horse cart ride through the streets of Bagan to catch the iconic temples in the early morning or late afternoon light. A unique means of experiencing old-world Myanmar.

3. SHAN NIGHT MARKET IN INLE LAKE
   Begin the night with an aperitif in the garden amidst a traditional night market environment where local artisans sell their crafts. Top the evening off with a traditional Shan dinner and cultural performance.

4. DINNER AT THE STONE QUARRY
   An ideal destination for a final dinner, this unique, privatised space is suitable for large numbers of guests and is cleared for loud music due to its remote location.

5. BOAT TRIP TO CHOCOLATE BEACH:
   Discover one of EXO’s favourite beaches in Myanmar with a cruise to this paradise locale. White sand, crystal-clear waters, delicious BBQ seafood and quaint local villages to explore.

6. KOH LANTA GAMES ON NGAPALI
   Hands-on, interactive activities, Koh Lanta games are the ideal means of getting an active incentive group to work together to solve challenging tasks along Ngapali Beach.
EXO Myanmar hosted a group of 75 pax who requested an incentive trip that was challenging, fun and active. We combined a visit to Chocolate Beach with our hands-on Koh Lanta games to break the ice and get the group interacting.

**THE HIGHLIGHTS**

- Private beach setting. The group enjoyed a meal and some relaxation in a privatised restaurant on Myanmar’s Chocolate Beach. Chairs and traditional Shan umbrellas were imported to accommodate 75 pax.

- Professional Games. Game masters were brought in to the destination four days in advance to set up and prepare for the challenges that would be offered on site.

- A range of activities were offered before a delicious, traditional BBQ lunch, ranging from obstacle courses to snorkeling experiences.
The Hotel @ Tharabar Gate

Bagan

The Hotel @ Tharabar Gate is located in the most unique Archeological Site of South East Asia, the Ancient capital of the Burmese Empire, Old Bagan.

Surrounded by more than 2200 ancient temples and Pagodas, you will be enchanted by the breathtaking views. The Hotel @ Tharabar Gate is within 5 minutes walking distance to the spectacular Ananda Temple known as ‘The Jewel of Bagan’.

The Hotel has 80 deluxe rooms and 4 Suites rooms. Every room is decorated with teak floors and typical Burmese furniture.

All rooms are fully air-conditioned and feature telephone, 32 - inch flat screen TV, in-room safe, mini bar and a private garden. Each room with its high ceiling and different hand - painted wall painting which are all copies of original temple painting of the Bagan period. Free Internet access is available throughout the hotel.

The hotel offers 2 dining choices, one in the tropical garden and an alternative the semi-open main restaurant. The restaurant accommodates 100 diners and 150 around the swimming pool and garden. The restaurant is well known for its open air fine dining, traditional Myanmar food, Europeans and Asian Cuisine. Meeting room facilities and spa are available at the hotel.
Chatrium Hotel Royal Lake Yangon

Yangon

Chatrium Hotel Royal Lake Yangon shines as one of the city's topmost hotels for pure luxury and rich colonial-style heritage.

Situated among lush greenery and beside the famous Kandawgyi Lake, our Yangon hotel provides plenty of views that are simply few stunning and spectacular. Every guestroom is spaciously designed and furnished to reflect the luxurious surroundings, with the breathtaking views of Shwedagon Pagoda. The Chatrium Club Lounge provides an added touch of luxury and exclusivity with a private check-in lounge, complimentary refreshments, access to our meeting rooms and many more special privileges.

Choose from six restaurants and bars for delicious dining, relax by our beach-styled swimming pool, workout at the Fitness Centre and rejuvenate at Nemita Spa. Our Grand Ballroom is ideal for weddings, banquets and large events, with smaller meeting rooms available for more private functions.

With Kandawgyi Lake right on our doorstep, exploring Yangon’s beautiful surroundings are simply steps away. Wander around Kandawgyi Nature Park and Yangon Zoological Gardens, before strolling just 15 minutes to Shwedagon Pagoda, the world’s oldest pagoda built more than 2,600 years ago.
Meliá Yangon
Yangon

Located in a prime area and a major main city artery, the Meliá Yangon is one of the finest conference and meeting venues in Yangon. The hotel is located just beside the stunning Inya Lake and adjacent to the modern Myanmar Plaza shopping mall.

Meliá Yangon features 429 luxury rooms and suites which are spacious, welcoming and stylishly designed. Each guest room is outfitted with high-speed Wi-Fi, thoughtful modern amenities and high-tech equipment to ensure a pleasant stay at Meliá Yangon.

Guests on The Level, Meliá’s signature executive floors, enjoy a personalized service with exquisite privileges, such as exclusive access to The Level Lounge, on the top floor with stunning 360 degree views of the city and Inya Lake.

The hotel has 2 ballrooms and various meeting rooms that can be adjusted to your requirements, ensuring your event is a great success.

The three restaurants of Meliá Yangon embark the guests to an unseen gourmet journey. The Market serves an all-day dining buffet in an authentic open market setting. The Lantern, a Vietnamese Restaurant showcases the pure taste of Vietnamese flavor. Olea, a Mediterranean restaurant offers a carefully selected savor from every corner of the Mediterranean. Garbo, our trendy gastro bar, is the perfect combination of delicious snacks with a fine selection of drinks.
Mandalay Hill Resort Hotel
Mandalay

Set at the foot of the scenic Mandalay Hill and facing the majestic Royal Palace, the Mandalay Hill Resort Hotel seamlessly reflects the elegance of its surroundings. With modern rooms, professional staff and topnotch recreational facilities, this hotel is the finest accommodation Mandalay has to offer.

Taking inspiration from Mandalay's rich cultural heritage, the property features traditional Burmese fabrics, exquisite antique as well as teak furniture throughout its 206 well-appointed rooms and suites.

Take a step back in time to Myanmar’s colonial era with a drink in Kipling’s Lounge or savour dinner in Kinsana Garden Restaurant. The Mandalay Hill Resort Hotel offers a swimming pool, two tennis courts, health club, 18-hole golf course and driving range sit adjacent to the hotel.
In this colourful collection of islands, cosmopolitan cities share airtime with wild nature, incredible culture, ancient civilisations, and some of the world’s most high-profile beach destinations. Although islands such as Bali and Lombok are very much on the radar of international tourists, there’s always something new to discover. Further off the radar, guests can encounter orangutans in the jungles of Sumatra, convene with dragons in Komodo National Park, and float into the heart of Borneo via pioneering river rides.

When it comes to meetings and conferences in Indonesia, Bali stands as the country’s leading destination. Offering ocean views and tropical rainforest landscapes, it provides some of the most desirable venues in the world. Events can be hosted at a range of intriguing locations, and as Indonesia is a vast melting pot of adventurous opportunity, compelling terrain, and gripping cultures, there is nowhere else in Asia that offers such exciting and varied incentives.
POPULAR DESTINATIONS INCLUDE: BALI, JAVA AND LOMBOK.
INSPIRING ACTIVITIES

1. GLAMOROUS GOTHIC DINNER
   Enjoy a dazzling dinner party at a one-of-a-kind venue with astonishing Gothic architecture. Stained glass windows, sculptures, high ceilings, pointed arches and chandeliers paired with a futuristic neon lights show.

2. HARLEY DAVIDSON BIKE RALLY
   Travel through the island’s dramatic landscapes on the back of a Harley Davidson motorcycle for a thrilling sightseeing tour or for an exceptional dinner transfer.

3. IMPERIAL DINING CEREMONY
   Experience a traditional rijsttafel of imperial dishes while admiring a magical 500-year old traditional parade steeped in history from the Majapahit Kingdom era.

4. JAMU MAKING WITH THE LOCALS
   Become immersed in a jamu workshop under the guidance of local experts. Jamu is a traditional herbal tonic used to cure ailments for over a thousand years. A unique opportunity to connect with the local lifestyle of the Javanese people.

5. AMAZING RACE IN A FLEET OF LAND ROVERS
   Embark on a relaxing, full-day trip on board an exclusive chartered catamaran to explore Bali’s spectacular coastline.

6. PRIVATE SPIRITUAL ENCOUNTERS
   Learn to make offerings and receive a traditional blessing by a Balinese shaman. Take a peek into the future with a private consultation with an astrologer who uses ancient methods of palm and chakra reading, passed down through the generations.
EXO Indonesia organised an incentive trip to Bali for a leading building and construction materials company from France. 35 delegates travelling with their partners were flown to Indonesia for an exotic trip to discover the wonders of Bali.

THE HIGHLIGHTS

- Exploring some of Bali’s lesser known regions on board of a colourful rally of Volkswagen 181 convertibles
- A private meditation course by a respected teacher in an inconspicuous and mystical temple surrounded by jungles.
- A purification ceremony at a holy spring temple where the guests learned the importance of water and cleansing ceremonies in Hindu culture.
- A grand cultural evening in a Balinese noble house compound, accompanied by a series of Balinese dances and performances by local villagers.
- Sailing on luxury catamarans along Bali’s stunning coastline, stopping for snorkelling in the azure waters with a tasty lunch on board.
Located on the shores of Nusa Dua, an international resort with lush tropical gardens and a gleaming white sands beach is a unique sanctuary of exotic beauty and comfort for those who seek a dream vacation. The first hotel in Asia awarded of EarthCheck Master Achievement.

The resort enjoys an excellent location just 11 kilometers from Ngurah Rai International Airport. The entire property occupies 24 acres of lush tropical garden with an enormous lagoon swimming pool winding throughout the grounds. The contemporary Balinese architecture, bold décor, and spacious gardens express the essence of the island. Enjoy the pleasure of the 494 stylish accommodations across ten different type ranging includes the Garden Villas set in a secluded compound area.

Every culinary journey at four tantalizing A la Carte, International, Spanish and Tapas, Japanese and Asian restaurants is an adventure and International Coffee Shop available 24 hours. The selection of All-inclusive Package is available for the stress-free vacation.

YHI Spa a true sanctuary for the senses with a selection rituals and treatments will be the perfect ending to an unforgettable stay in paradise.
Plataran is a homegrown Indonesian hospitality group whose vision is to contribute to Indonesia and Indonesians by showcasing to the world the rich and diverse natural and cultural heritage of this remarkable archipelago.

Plataran Borobudur Resort & Spa and Plataran Heritage Borobudur Hotel and Convention Center are two impeccable collections of Plataran that lies in Borobudur.

Stay at Plataran Borobudur Resort & Spa to experience the utmost peace and privacy within traditional Javanese villas, spacious havens of supreme comfort with a private pool. Indulge in sublime, soul-soothing spa pampering and exquisite gastronomy with an unparalleled view of Borobudur Temple at every turn.

Relax in the quiet refinement of the Plataran Heritage Borobudur Hotel and Convention Center’s 75 rooms and suites, combining timeless colonial style with comforts. Relish the epicurean pleasures of two restaurants and a rooftop bar, and an array of facilities catering to guests’ leisure, fitness and wellness pursuits.

Both located less than 3KM from the UNESCO World Heritage Site Borobudur compound and surrounded by lush teak forests with stunning view of the picturesque Menoreh Hills, experience an enchanting stay experience in Borobudur with two uniquely stupendous Plataran’s hotel and resort.
Not only is Japan steeped in culture and blessed with beguiling landscapes, but it’s also one of Asia’s most hospitable nations. While remaining firmly rooted in a unique and traditional culture, Japan has become a symbol of technological innovation and modernity - the perfect fusion of old and new. Guests can speed between charismatic cities such as Tokyo, Kyoto and Osaka on efficient, lightning-fast bullet trains or head to the tranquil countryside dotted with snow-capped peaks, bubbling hot springs, and live volcanoes.

Japan offers a great range of venues from small and intimate to large scale spaces for meetings and conferences. It also helps that Japan is very well known for world class technology, premier services, excellent accommodation, and superb cuisine. In addition, its stunning natural landscapes and beautifully preserved ancient sites are wonderful venues for hosting events and create a striking backdrop for incentives. Japan is one of the world’s most exciting and enthralling places to visit, blending ancient traditions with the ultra-modern.
POPULAR DESTINATIONS INCLUDE:
TOKYO, HAKONE, MOUNT FUJI, KYOTO AND HIROSHIMA.
TAKE A RICKSHAW RIDE
Rickshaws used to be the main mode of transport in Japan before the invention of the automobile. Experience a ride exactly as it used to be, with rickshaw runners dressed as they did a century ago.

LEARN TRADITIONAL ARTS
In just half a day, get the chance to touch on multiple Japanese traditions, learn how they are practiced, and try your hand at them yourself.

TAIKO DRUM EXPERIENCE
Get carried away by the sounds of these huge drums and discover the power of one of Japan’s oldest instruments... it’s also a great workout!

SUMO TRAINING
Watch giant men performing their daily workout just a few feet away from you. Their power, strength, and flexibility will be one of the most impressive things you’ll ever witness.

TEA CEREMONY IN A KYOTO TEMPLE
Visit one of Kyoto’s most famous temples for a private tea ceremony with the head monk. Discover the relaxing effect of this ancient tradition which traces its origins back to Zen Buddhism.

DINE WITH A GEISHA IN KYOTO
Enjoy an exquisite, multi-course Japanese dinner in the presence of a mesmerising geisha. Enjoy traditional dances and entertainment that date back to ancient times.
EXO Japan organised an exclusive incentive trip for an international company with 90 pax. Upon the company’s request, guests were treated to authentic, traditional Japanese encounters, culminating with a visit to some of the Chubu region’s most iconic destinations.

THE HIGHLIGHTS

➢ A rickshaw ride through Arashiyama district, passing some of the area’s most iconic destinations.

➢ Guests experienced a traditional Japanese tea ceremony with a professional instructor. Afterwards, they partook in their own Taiko drum lessons, learning the technique of striking the powerful drums to feel their resonating power. This practice of ancient Japan was traditionally used to bolster warriors’ morale, set a marching pace, or relay orders during warring times.

➢ A Visit to Mt. Fuji and Mt. Kachi Kachi. Mt Fuji is Japan’s highest mountain and has been worshipped as a sacred mountain for centuries; the summit of Kachi Kachi has spectacular views of Lake Kawaguchi and Mt. Fuji.

➢ An exquisite dinner in the company of a Geiko (senior Geisha) and Maiko (apprentice Geisha).
As the world’s oldest continuous civilisation, the ‘Middle Kingdom’ provides a stirring blend of the ancient and the contemporary. In Beijing, the capital, guests encounter awe-inspiring sights such as the Forbidden City. Other timeless wonders include the Terracotta Army at X’ian and the iconic Great Wall. Elsewhere, the country offers a wealth of cultural and natural treasures that encompass everything from cave paintings to the panoramic landscapes of the Yunnan, Gangsu, and Guangxi provinces.

Whether a large-scale conference or an intimate meeting, China can deliver unique experiences in impressive venues with state-of-the-art technology. With its ancient architectural wonders and rich cultural heritage, China is a perfect destination for crafting extraordinary events and incentives. China offers unique and memorable travel opportunities, uncovering an ancient civilization through its architecture, cuisine, daily rituals, and social interactions.
POPULAR DESTINATIONS INCLUDE: BEIJING, SHANGHAI, HONG KONG AND YUNNAN
INSPIRING ACTIVITIES

1 BIKE TOUR THROUGH FORMER FRENCH CONCESSION
Discover Shanghai’s former French Concession during an exciting and informative guided bike tour. Cycle along the charming quarters soaking up colonial-style residences, restaurants and boutiques.

2 SIDECAR IN THE HUTONGS
Take an unforgettable cruise through Beijing’s iconic hutongs (alleys) in a vintage motorcycle sidecar. Enjoy the classic ride while everyday life in Beijing buzzes all around.

3 LUNCH ON THE GREAT WALL
Enjoy a fully-catered lunch on a private section of the Great Wall. Indulge in some delicious cuisine while soaking up panoramic views of the Wall and surrounding areas. with!) local songs around the bonfire.

4 SYMPHONY OF LIGHTS: COCKTAIL HOUR ON AQUA LUNA JUNK
Enjoy a private cocktail hour aboard the Aqua Luna traditional Junk vessel while Victoria Harbour’s dazzling Symphony of Lights takes place. Enjoy refreshing drinks while the light show illuminates Hong Kong’s iconic skyline.

5 PRIVATISED TRAMWAY
Enjoy a private ride along Hong Kong’s tram system- one of the city’s oldest active modes of transportation. As some trams were designed specifically for private functions, this can be an unforgettable means of exploring the city. Both food and beverage can be arranged on board.
EXO China hosted EXO Travel’s Annual General Meeting for a group of 40 pax. In addition to business meetings, the trip featured a spectacular combination of Beijing highlights and unique local experiences.

THE HIGHLIGHTS

- After a brief nature walk to access a remote part of the Great Wall, a luxurious champagne lunch was served. Incredible food, drink and some spectacular views were enjoyed by all!

- Motorcycle sidecar experience along some of Beijing’s highlight destinations, including a cruise through the iconic hutongs of Beijing.

- Gala dinner and awards ceremony at a high-end restaurant in the Qianmen area of Beijing, overlooking the Forbidden City. The dinner was accompanied by traditional performances of light, dance, drumming and contortionists.

- A guided bike tour along the local streets and alleys of Beijing- providing guests some insight into what local life is like for Beijingers.
On the mainland, the peninsula brims with high-profile cities and vibrant destinations such as Kuala Lumpur, Malacca, and heritage-rich Penang. Meanwhile, over on Borneo, Mother Nature holds sway with grand, bat-infested caves, diverse national parks and, of course, Mount Kinabalu, one of the highest peaks in Southeast Asia. Although vastly different, the two parts of the country share many commonalities including warm, friendly locals, delicious food drawing from various traditions, and an abundance of tropical beaches.

A riot of colour, spice, and culture, Malaysia has moved assuredly into the sophisticated luxury market, providing added comfort and style to the MICE options steeped in local interactions. From islands housing single resorts surrounded by turquoise waters, to deep explorations of its rich and recent cultural heritage, Malaysia is a truly engaging destination delivering enormous diversity in a compact region.
INSPIRING ACTIVITIES

1 WILDLIFE ENCOUNTERS IN BORNEO
Proboscis monkeys, exotic birds, unique insects, and the Pygmy elephant (the world’s smallest elephant) all inhabit what is considered to be the oldest rainforest in the world. Additionally, keep an eye out for the "Man of the Forest," more commonly known as the orangutan, during a visit to this majestic corner of Malaysia.

2 EXPERIENCE ETHNIC CULTURE AND LIFESTYLE IN BORNEO
There is no better way to experience the lifestyle and culture of Borneo than by staying in one of its longhouse guesthouses. You will be greeted by the Head of the Village, donned in traditional, ethnic wear, and served rice wine as a welcome drink. Dine with locals on some traditional jungle cuisine and enjoy entertainment by village members with traditional dances.

3 SCHOOL OF HARD KNOCKS IN KUALA LUMPUR
Tin was discovered in Kuala Lumpur and pewter was born in Kuala Lumpur. You will have the opportunity to learn about the birth of these metals, with a hands-on experience to see how each piece is crafted. The School of Hard Knocks provides an opportunity to shape and craft your own metal masterpiece.

4 STREET ART FUN AND MURALS IN PENANG
Combining walking and trishaw rides, discover the iconic street art and wrought iron caricatures of Penang. Top it off with a visit and cool drink at the revamped Hin Bus Depot, an artistic centre working to support the arts community in Penang.

5 CATCH A GLIMPSE OF EAGLES
Cruise along the Geo-park mangrove area and catch glimpses of eagles soaring in the skies over the boat. The Geopark has been a UNESCO Heritage site since 2007.
EXO Malaysia organized an exclusive incentive trip for an automobile company of 220 pax. The company requested to experience some of Malaysia’s top highlights and culture in both Kuala Lumpur and Langkawi.

THE HIGHLIGHTS

➤ A memorable welcome dinner in award-winning Tamarind Spring Restaurant. Tucked away from the hustle and bustle of the city, the restaurant offers al-fresco dining in a converted traditional house accompanied by lush foliage and sounds of nature.

➤ A visit to Independence Square and Malaysia’s iconic Petronas Twin Towers, followed by an exquisite dinner and after party at Marini’s Restaurant: 57 floors up with breathtaking views of the Petronas Twin Towers and KL skyline.

➤ Upon arrival in Langkawi, guests were surprised with a full Malaysian cultural theme night. Guests donned local sarongs, enjoyed Malaysian cuisine, played traditional games and watched cultural performances in beautiful natural surroundings.

➤ Half day beach escape on the Andaman. Mixing relaxation with the ‘Koh Lanta Challenge’ - this ‘Survivor’ themed program combined creativity, endurance and team building, followed by a delicious beachside lunch.
Over the years, Singapore has earned a reputation as one of the world’s premier business centres. What most don’t know is that this country is also home to a fascinating history, some of Asia’s best cuisine, world-class accommodation and services, as well as some amazing attractions.

Envelope the senses in fragrant, intricate botanic gardens around Marina Bay and don’t forget to view all eighteen of the world-renowned Supertrees that illuminate the night sky and form one of Asia’s most iconic cityscapes.

Other attractions such as Sentosa Island, where fine imported white sand and endless dining options await, are just a short ride away while transportation is among the most efficient and impeccably clean in the world. Combined, all of these things make Singapore one of the best places in the region to hold MICE activities.
INSPIRING ACTIVITIES

1 GARDEN CITY OF SINGAPORE
The Gardens by the Bay have transformed Singapore from a "Garden City" to a "City in a Garden." Its massive vertical-garden Supertrees are not to be missed, ranging from nine to 16 storeys tall, with a suspended walkway connecting the structures.

2 SINGAPORE SLING AT RAFFLES HOTEL
Enjoy one of the world’s most iconic beverages at its origins. Inside the colonial, 19th century-Raffles, imbibe this legendary beverage at the Long Bar, located on the second floor of Raffles Singapore.

3 THRILLING TEAMBUILDING ON SENTOSA ISLAND
Enjoy a range of adrenaline-fueled activities. From the thrills of skydiving at ISKY (wind tunnel "skydiving") and MegaZip’s extreme ziplining experiences to rock climbing walls and ropes courses, Sentosa offers a wide variety of teambuilding experiences.

4 SENTOSA ISLAND SUNSET CRUISE
After spending a day at one of the world’s largest aquariums or riding the thrilling rides of Universal Studios, experience the Golden Age of sailing integrated with cutting edge technology and luxury aboard the Tall Ship Royal Albatross for a cocktail at sunset.

5 GOURMETBUS SIGHTSEEING
A first-of-its-kind dining concept in Asia, the Singapore GOURMETbus combines scenic city tours with the enjoyment of a specialty lunch or dinner. On board a luxury coach designed with the aesthetics of a restaurant, tantalise the taste buds while experiencing the iconic views of Singapore.

6 SINGAPORE FOOD CULTURE
Singaporeans are known for their love of food. From enjoying chili crab at a traditional family-run restaurant along the Singapore River and sipping sunset cocktails at atmospheric heights to food and relaxation along the beaches of Sentosa, Singapore has a wide range of F&B experiences to offer.
EXO Singapore organised a MICE event for an international pharmaceutical company with presence in 148 countries. The 5-day event was organised for the company’s key employees with a group size of 500 pax, blending daytime meetings with evening entertainment.

THE HIGHLIGHTS

- Transport was provided from Changi Airport to Marina Bay Sands (the chosen accommodation) for 500 pax coming in from all over the globe, spread across two days. Seamless transfers were completed in private limousines or buses depending on the number of delegates.

- Every evening, EXO Singapore arranged a specific function for the delegate members to experience Singapore while attending the international conference. All venues were privatised for the group and featured delicious food and a generous flow of beverages.

- Sunset gala dinner on the beach of Sentosa Island with live DJ music, an expansive buffet and evening fireworks for a final farewell.
InterContinental®
Singapore

A luxury landmark set in the heart of a historic precinct, InterContinental® Singapore has been a Forbes Travel Guide-rated hotel since 2013. The 403-guestroom hotel is deeply rooted in the heritage of the arts and cultural districts of Bugis and Bras Basah; the hotel décor encompasses an elegant blend of modern touches with Peranakan undertones representative of colourful shophouses, once home to a multi-ethnic community of settlers known as Bugis from Indonesia.

InterContinental® Singapore is one of Singapore’s most preferred venues for corporate or social events. With state-of-the-art facilities and elegantly-appointed spaces with natural daylight, the hotel is one of the top choices for meeting planners. The hotel features over 1,000 square metres of conference and function space, with a range of fully-equipped rooms to accommodate up to 500 guests.

With direct connection to Bugis Mass Rapid Transit (MRT) station, guests also enjoy convenient access to public transportation options. The hotel is located 20 minutes from Changi International Airport and 5 minutes by car from Orchard Road and the Central Business District including Marina Bay Downtown area.
In 2018, Raffles Hotel Singapore will welcome guests to a newly restored hotel, following a careful and sensitive restoration that will breathe new life into our beautiful building. With enhanced comfort and splendour for the discerning traveller, immerse yourself in our striking architecture, heritage and graceful service for that unique feeling of being somewhere very special. Experience Raffles’ charming ambiance and legendary service and enjoy newly opened bars, restaurants, courtyards, and social spaces; all designed to make Raffles the place to meet, spend time, shop and celebrate in the heart of the business and civic district. Our Raffles doorman will continue to greet guests with the warmest of welcomes and our 24-hour butler service is both discreet and intuitive.

Guests can look forward to modern comforts and amenities whilst retaining the signature colonial architecture and views of verdant gardens. Exciting new dining concepts helmed by celebrity chefs will be offered along with refreshed recreational facilities and the holistic sanctuary of a new spa. Signature highlights such as the Singapore Sling at Long Bar, created at Raffles in 1915 and the traditional English Afternoon Tea experience will continue to delight guests. The North Indian curries at Tiffin Room, our Steakhouse, a reimagined Writers Bar and enchanting Lobby Lounge will also be part of the dining experience. The introduction of a new Ballroom with sophisticated Victorian details whispering to the heritage of the space with nods to Singapore’s culture alongside the restoring of our current ballroom will be perfect for all your inspiring group occasions.

The story continues…
Marina Bay Sands

Singapore

Marina Bay Sands plays an integral role in driving Singapore business, leisure and entertainment tourism. Having established itself as a game changer for the MICE industry, Marina Bay Sands is proud to be named the ‘Best Convention & Exhibition Centre’ at the TTG Travel Awards 2017 and ‘Best Business Event Venue’ for the third consecutive year at the Singapore Tourism Awards 2017 organised by the Singapore Tourism Board.

Sands Expo and Convention Centre is Singapore’s largest and most versatile meeting space, featuring over 120,000sqm of flexible space, 250 meeting rooms, Southeast Asia’s largest ballroom, 30,000sqm devoted to six purpose-built expo halls and the capacity for 2000 exhibition booths.

The scale and flexibility of the venue spaces, coupled with an all-encompassing integrated resort, has made Marina Bay Sands an attractive destination for meeting planners. Apart from being able to host intimate networking sessions, small to mid-sized corporate meetings, and large-scale conferences, Marina Bay Sands has the expertise to help plan all your events’ needs. From event set-up to tear-down, lighting, audio-visual equipment, dining and entertainment selection, a dedicated MICE event organiser will be on hand to ensure all preparations are seamlessly integrated without hassle.

Marina Bay Sands continues to refresh its offerings to deliver new and updated offerings to keep their MICE clients and delegates engaged whenever they visit the integrated resort.
WE MADE IT HAPPEN FOR...
GET IN TOUCH

LET’S GET SOCIAL!
Whether you have a query, a comment about our products and services, or just want to say ‘hello!,’ you can contact us via any of the channels below.

Stay in touch, stay connected, and we hope to travel with you soon!

marketing@exotravel.com
@EXO_Travel
facebook.com/ExoTravelGroup
linkedin.com/company/exotravel
youtube.com/user/exotravel
plus.google.com/+exotissimo
SALES OFFICES WORLDWIDE

EXO TRAVEL FRANCE
9, Rue du 4 Septembre
75002 Paris, FRANCE
Tel: +33 (0) 1 49 490 360
E-mail: france@exotravel.com

EXO TRAVEL UK & IRELAND
Thames House, Market Street,
Charlbury, Chipping Norton, OX7 3PJ
Tel: +44 (0) 20 3637 0440
Email: ukireland@exotravel.com

EXO TRAVEL GERMANY
Westendstr 21, 60325
Frankfurt am Main, GERMANY
Tel: +49 (0) 69 78 997 997
E-mail: germany@exotravel.com

EXO TRAVEL LATIN EUROPE
Passatge de l’Hort dels Velluters 5, Barcelona
08003, SPAIN
Tel: +34 626 967 212
E-mail: espana@exotravel.com

EXO TRAVEL AUSTRALASIA
PO BOX 1319
Fitzroy Nth, VIC 3068, AUSTRALIA
Tel: +61 (0) 413 942 192
E-mail: australia@exotravel.com

EXO TRAVEL LATIN AMERICA
Mexico city, Mexico
Tel: +52 (1) 55 2676 5807
E-mail: exosa@exotravel.com

EXO TRAVEL NORTH AMERICA
270 West 17th Street
Suite 41, New York, NY 10011
Tel: +1 (0) 212-367-8119
E-mail: exona@exotravel.com
CHECK OUT OUR OTHER BROCHURES

To learn more about the exciting products we have to offer, be sure to check out our Adventure brochure which is all about exciting off-the-beaten path travel, our Proguide brochure which highlights our classic EXO products, and our LUXE brochure which covers specialised luxury travel services. Either ask your sales manager to send you a hard copy or, more conveniently, check it out on our website.

www.exoevents.com
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